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Mounting hole locations for brackets with attached latch 

For ease of installation, Prestyl's mounting brackets are fitted with a safety latch 

mechanism that replaces the need to use safety screws. Please use the dimensions below 

to install the brackets on the wall or ceiling. 

Illustration 1 

24"x24" 

Panels 

(see next page 

for 4824) 

i4"

To facilitate hanging the 

artwork like a picture, 

two pre-punched eyelets 

are provided (2424 and 

4824 panels only). 

The 4242 features four 

support rails; additional 

holes are provided in 

these support rails to 

support "picture cables"  

-r--4r:::=:=l�r1-----------4;H,------0- cables" or "S"-hooks.
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Illustration 2 (a, b & c) 
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Caution: Only use metal 

"S" -hooks or steel cable 

and ensure that no ends 

-� _ ____()r_stran.ds_rema.io inside "

the heater's housing 

To install Prestyl panels with new style latching brackets mark the mounting holes per 

above information. For most installations of the 24" wide panels the 14" spaced (13 Yi 

wide for the 2424 or 36" wide for 4824); for ceiling-mounting where it is desirable to 

attach the brackets to a joist the outer holes should be used for 16" joist spacing (actual 

spacing is 15.625") and the inner holes for 12" joist spacing (actual spacing is 12.375"). 

Installation: 

1. Using a flat-blade screw driver open the safety latches (Figure 2a & b)
2. Route the power cord to a suitable outlet or box (do not plug in or switch on the

breaker for this circuit until the installation is completed)

3. Place the panel near the mounting brackets and engage the lower (straight)

hook, see illustration 2a

4. Slide the panel onto the bracket by holding it gently against the wall or ceiling

to engage the top hook (illustration 2b

5. If wall-mounted pull the top of the panel away from the wall and engage the safety

latches (use a screw-driver or suitable tool if needed); if ceiling mounted, allow the

panel to rest in on the brackets, slide it to the latch-side and close the safety latches.

6. Plug�in the panel or switch on the electrical circuit and test the panel

Note: Single person installation is possible by using temporary "s"- hooks (available from 

Prestyl). These hooks temporarily suspend one end of the panel while the electrical con

nections are made; to remove the hooks simply shake the panel (the hooks will drop); 

then, install it as outlined above 
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Illustration 3 

4824 mounting bracket hole locations; 
see mounting notes on page 1 

Illustration 4 

4242 mounting bracket hole 
locations; see mounting notes 

on Page 1 

26" 
[660mm] 

.... 

14' 
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